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Turning Points in Transportation
To say that we are at a pivotal time in
addressing transportation would be an
understatement. A confluence of factors
— including economic distress, politics,
personal travel trends and changing
real estate markets — is posing a rare
opportunity to create a new national
transportation vision in a way not seen
since the Interstate Highway system was
created during the Eisenhower years.
Crumbling infrastructure and a need to
create jobs to jump-start the economy
has brought immediate and generous
funding to transportation projects
nationwide in the recently adopted
economic stimulus legislation. Beyond
that, a new Administration and Congress
are focused on the environment, climate
change, and reducing energy use, and
Congress will be writing a new six-year
authorization bill for transportation
funding later this year, which will create
an opportunity to shift funding priorities
and create a coherent strategy for our
transportation future.
Startling changes in travel behavior
— a sustained reduction in driving and
increase in transit usage — not only
point to changing consumer demand for
transportation facilities and services,

but also suggest that the political base
for supporting public transportation
investments is larger than ever.
It seems reasonable to expect that the
development of new real estate product
will be one of the last economic sectors
to recover, after the stabilization of the
existing homes market, a shake-out in
commercial real estate and the return
of jobs. This hiatus in new development
will provide an opportunity for lenders,
developers and land-use regulators
to consider emerging markets and
new approaches that will include
walkable urbanism and transit-oriented
development. In addition, tighter
availability of lending will restrict the
development of large, new “greenfield”
developments and favor smaller infill
projects in cities or older suburbs.
After the economic recovery, what
will the new “normal” look like? In
terms of real estate development and
transportation investment, it is unlikely
it will look like the boom years of the
late 1990s and early 2000s, considering
the changes in the economy, politics and
consumer desires that have occurred
and will occur. The time is ripe for
transportation to take a new direction.
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Complete Streets 2009

Pedestriana n d Bi ke - f riendly
street s u c c e s s e s
Sacramento, Calif.

By Barbara McCann

W

hen tiny University Place outside
of Tacoma, Wash., incorporated in
the mid 1990s, one of the first priorities was adding sidewalks to the
former county roads. From there,
the town made an early commitment to what is now called ‘complete streets’ — the idea
that all future road projects would integrate the needs of
everyone using the road — not just motorists, but also
people walking, riding bicycles or catching the bus. The
town started by cajoling the gas company to split costs
for transforming gravel shoulders into sidewalks during
gas line replacements. They looked for opportunities to
install bike lanes during repaving projects and to put in
pads to provide space for county bus shelters. Then they
started making more radical changes.
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“People from outside University Place comment about
how much they love driving down Bridgeport Way,” says
Steve Sugg, deputy city manager, of one of the first streets
to get a full Complete Streets treatment. “There is a sense
of calm.”
The redesigned road features a landscaped median, new
pedestrian crossings, bicycle lanes, a multi-use path and
improved sidewalks. Sugg notes that when Trader Joe’s
was looking for a place to locate a store in the Tacoma
region, they picked a site on Bridgeport Way, perhaps
because of the extensive street improvements. University
Place has added 23 miles of sidewalks to their streets since
incorporation and has installed several modern roundabouts, the first in Washington State. Now the town is
working with citizens on planning a Town Center to realize broader smart growth principles.

Sacramento, Calif.

A growing number of communities are using the deceptively simple tool of
complete streets policies to change the way they approach transportation.
University Place is not alone. Across the country, a growing number of communities are using the deceptively
simple tool of complete streets policies to change the way
they approach transportation. Adopted as a state law, local ordinance or even as a city council resolution, these
policies set a new vision for transportation investments.
More than 85 states, regions and cities have adopted such
policies, including new state laws passed in California
and Illinois and policy resolutions or ordinances in major
cities including St. Paul, Miami, Chicago, Seattle, Sacramento and Charlotte. And the pace is accelerating.

“We need to ensure streets, intersections and trails are
designed to make them easier to use and maximize their
safety,” said Sen. Harkin upon introduction of the bill.
“This legislation will encourage Americans to be more
active, while also providing more travel options and
cutting down on traffic congestion.”

In Jefferson City, Mo., in March, disability advocates, trailbuilding organizations, bicycle advocates, health groups
and even a REALTOR® spoke at a state House hearing or
wrote letters in support of a complete streets bill. In Hawaii, bicycle advocates and the state AARP chapter made
common cause this spring to push for a similar bill with a
particularly Hawaiian twist — they’ve linked it to a Hawaiian tradition known as ‘the splintered paddle’ — a native
myth that asserts everyone’s right to travel safely. State legislators in Connecticut, Texas, West Virginia and Maine have
also introduced complete streets bills.

The success of a complete streets approach is starting
to show up in research that shows fewer crashes on redesigned roads, as well as increased physical activity. A
recently released study of a new pedestrian pathway along
a major bridge in Charleston, S.C., found that two-thirds
of the users of the bridge said the new facility had led
them to get more exercise.

Complete streets policies are also getting federal attention. Sen. Tom Harkin and Rep. Doris Matsui have introduced the Complete Streets Act of 2009 into the U.S.
House and Senate (S.584, H.R.1443).

The bill would require states and metropolitan planning
organizations to adopt complete streets policies to be applied to federally funded road projects, and it is expected
to become part of the upcoming authorization of the
federal transportation bill.

Promoting physical activity as a part of daily life has been
at the center of a strong move in Minnesota toward complete streets, with three jurisdictions adopting policies in
the first months of 2009: Hennepin County (Minneapolis), Saint Paul and Rochester. Rochester’s city council
passed the policy unanimously after hearing a variety of
supportive testimony.
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We need to ensure streets,
intersections and trails are
designed to make them easier
to use and maximize their safety.
“Really it was the result of a lot of different people speaking and testifying at the public hearing and sending
e-mails and letters in advance,” says Mitzi Baker, senior
transportation planner for the city of Rochester. “It was
the power of civic engagement.”
The insurer Blue Cross/Blue Shield (BCBS) of Minnesota has been supporting ‘active living’ initiatives across
the state, based on research that shows that people who
live in walkable environments, or who regularly take
public transportation, are more likely to be active enough
to ward off chronic disease. BCBS sponsored three Complete Streets Workshops in December to help planners
and engineers understand how to broaden their scope
when planning road projects to take into account the
needs of pedestrians, bicyclists and public transportation
users.
“It is probably a good deal, as it will make a residential development a little more attractive to people who are going
to move in,” says Ward Opitz of Bigelow Homes in Roch-

ester, who met with city planners to see if the proposed
policy would affect an upcoming subdivision. “I’m a little
leery of what fees they may conjure up next time.”
In University Place, REALTORS® and appraisers are unsure if the improvements have made much difference to
property values. But for some supporters, the economic
impact is a primary reason to support a complete streets
approach. Chris Leinberger, author of “The Option of
Urbanism: Investing in a New American Dream,” has
been watching the downward trajectory of home prices
and notes that most of the dive has been in places built for
“drivable suburbanism,” places where the road network
features high speed arterials designed only for cars.
“Places that are walkable urban neighborhoods have held
their value over the last two years,” says Leinberger.
An indicator of the potential importance of a
multimodal transportation network to property values
is the new real estate tool, Walk Score. Walk Score uses
the magic of Google Maps to give every address in the
nation a score from 0 to 100, based on the number and
variety of destinations within walking distance. The Walk
Score Web site is enormously popular, but it isn’t just a
parlor game. Front Seat, the firm behind Walk Score, has
commissioned research to determine if a higher Walk
Score correlates to a higher home value. Economist Joe

Charlotte, N.C.
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Cortright says the preliminary results show that each
additional point on the Walk Score scale correlates with
increased housing values on the order of $1,000 or more,
depending on the regional market. Two major real estate
Web sites, Zip Realty and Zillo, now feature Walk Score
on property listings.

Health, economic development
and sustainability are behind
many complete streets efforts

Walk Score is based on the crow-fly distance to nearby
destinations, so it doesn’t take into account the disconnected street network common in many newer developments, or the lack of sidewalks and crosswalks that can
make walking unpleasant, impractical or plain dangerous.
But connected, complete streets are a prerequisite to true
walkable urbanism, according to Leinberger.
“If you have an eight-lane arterial without complete streets
infrastructure, you will never see high-density walkable
urbanism take place along that corridor. Complete streets
will be a precondition before you can get walkable urban
development that will help meet the pent-up demand for
this type of neighborhood.”
He notes that the beauty of complete streets is being able
to begin changing the street infrastructure right away, as
transportation projects come up.
Health, economic development and sustainability are behind many complete streets efforts — the bill in Maine’s
legislature is part of a broader strategy to fight climate
change. But complete streets policies are gaining ground
for more fundamental reasons of simple demographics
and safety. By 2025, nearly one in five Americans will be
over the age of 65, and they will make up one-quarter of
the driving population. As they age, many will face disabilities that will force them to give up driving during
the last decade of their lives. Yet they may be reluctant to
give up the keys when they face neighborhoods with infrequent and inadequate crosswalks, no sidewalks, poorly
designed bus stops and inadequate speed control.
A recent AARP poll found that 47 percent of older adults
said they did not feel safe crossing a major street near their
home. In another large survey, AARP found that nearly
two-thirds of the more than 1,000 planners and engineers
surveyed have not yet begun considering the needs of
older users in their multimodal planning. AARP recently
issued a report based on this research, “Complete Streets
for an Aging America,” that makes three broad recom-

mendations for transforming road design to better cope
with an aging population, summarized as “Slow Down,
Make it Easy, and Enjoy the View.” It recommends reengineering streets for slower travel speeds, making intersections less complex while providing lower-speed routes
and reducing visual clutter.
It is no coincidence that the recent push for complete
streets comes against a backdrop of a steady decline in the
amount of driving and a rise in the use of public transportation — even as more people take part in Bike to Work
Day activities every year. Communities are responding
by making a commitment to complete their streets. 
Barbara McCann serves as coordinator of the
National Complete Streets Coalition. She also writes
on transportation and land-use issues and is co-author of the book Sprawl Costs from Island Press.
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